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1. Remove old linings.  I was able to rip them out easily as they were in rough shape and the glue that once held them 
in place was brittle and dry.

2. I used Mr Clean Magic Eraser to thoroughly clean exteriors. This works great at removing dirt and scuffs. Use soft 
cloth to dry.

3. Once dry, tape all interior and exterior parts you don’t wish to paint.   This is the tedious part but accuracy is key. 
Take your time, you’ll be glad you did.  I used cardboard from cereal boxes and bags to mask off large area’s (see 
picture 1)

4. Spray exteriors (and lip of interiors) with color of choice. I used the spray you’d use for shoes. It’s worked great on 
this vinyl luggage. It went on even and dried fast. I did two coats. Once dry, remove the tape and buff with a shoe 
sponge to get a great shine (see picture 2).

5. If you have any bad scuffs or scrapes (as old luggage often will) that won’t take the paint well, cover them lightly 
with Lepage White craft glue. It will dry clear and leave a smooth surface that takes paint well. Respray evenly and 
presto, no more scuff or blemish

6.  Line interior lid and bottom with sturdy cardboard.  This will give you a level/clean surface to glue your new fabric 
covered interior pieces. Use the old linings as a cutting guide (see Picture 3)

7. Working with flexible cardboard (I bought white poster board a Walmart) prepare your new interiors.  I traced the old 
liner pieces onto wrapping paper. Then traced all paper pattern pieces onto the light weight cardboard.  Cut out 
accurately to ensure seamless fits. I made four pieces for the interior walls of the travel case. You’ll be glad you did 
when it comes to gluing. They’re easier to place and fit accurately. Cut fabrics 1/4 inch bigger then cardboard pieces 
and sew with 1/8 inch seam allowance. Use a dry iron to press any wrinkles out.

8. To glue the beautiful new aqua interiors, I used Contact Cement.  Its available at any hardware store (I bought mine 
at Home Depot).  I bought the mini pot with the built in brush. Follow the directions on the Jar.  This old time home 
glue is easy to apply, dry’s clear and gives a great bond. Work with one section at a time, allowing to dry before 
moving on.  I used a bag of beans to weigh down the glued piece while drying (see picture 4).


